Where Eagles Dare
Are You A Christian Who Greets With Fire?

R

ecently I watched a National Geographic
special called
Eternal Enemies: Lions and Hyenas.
It reminded me of Christians vs. evil spirits.
I was amazed to see hyenas harassing,
confronting and attacking lions. At times
the lions just stood there doing nothing to
the hyenas when they were challenged.
This was quite a shock to me, as I would
have thought no lion would be afraid of
dealing with such a small, pesky enemy.
How many Christians do the same…
cowering away from evil attack
and from confronting evil?

Despite the power and size advantage that is
evident in the lion, the hyenas appeared to
mock and challenge the lions into
surrendering without a fight.
Christians also have an overwhelming
power advantage to evil spirits, yet so many
submit to failure, to attack, and to fear.
I wanted to climb into my TV and kick the
lions that were just standing there!
Then a fire grew up in me!
A male lion on patrol of his territory
came upon the scene.
He quickly ran through the hyena pack to
attack the leader. The hyena pack scattered,
as he grabbed the leader and killed her.
He knew which one he needed to destroy
and he did it.
Evil principalities and powers
need the same treatment!
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T

he hyena pack then secluded itself to go
through a long process of accepting a new
leader. During this time the lions were free of
the hyenas torment. Once the new leader
emerged she led the pack against the lions.
I was again embarrassed for these lions!
Then the same male lion suddenly appeared.
Without hesitation, he knew who the new
hyena leader was and ran for quite some time
after her until he reached her. The other
hyenas scattering in all directions. He could
have easily taken others along the way, but he
wanted the leader. He honestly had a smile on
his face as he was chasing her down!
It was the same ending.
The film makers named this lion
“Eetwidomayloh”, an African name which
means, “He Who Greets With Fire”!

“Greet
with
Fire”

Even though these lions looked
like lions and sounded like lions,
only one was a true lion!
It’s time for all Christians to act
like true Christians, not just
looking and sounding the part!
Otherwise we’re just an
embarrassment!
Let’s all stand on the Rock and be
a Christian who greets with fire,
(God’s Fire) not only to evil
(especially leaders), but also to
non-believers and to those
Christians who need an example
to emulate!
Let’s daily seize our
responsibility, our inheritance
and our position with God,
with a fierce boldness that will
shake the heavens and the earth!

